
GOVERNMENT REPRINTS OF THE 1857.60 ISSUE

by Michael X. Zelenak

lEditor's Note: The Expertization last spring of selected material from the Dale- Lichtenstein
collection included a complete set of unique imperforate pairs of Scott # 40-47, the 1875 Government
Reprints of the 1857 Issue. These items were included in the April 19, 1989 auction of Harmers of New
York and are among the great rarities of U.S. philately. The so-called "Centennial Printings" of U.S.
stamps have sparked much debate in the philatelic community in the last century, and some confusionstill
exists among collectors as to lhe actual significance and status of these items.l

In the 1870's, as the government prepared to celebrate the nation's centennial, a great International
Exposition was planned in Philadelphia. Among the desired exhibits was adisplay ofall the United States

poitage stamps issued. As the Post Office Department checked their files, they saw that they had no

copieJofcertiin issues. The idea was proposed that perhaps the government could somehow "reprint"the
stimps. Furthermore, even before the establishment ofa Philatelic Bureau or Sales Division, authorities
realiied that if enough sales of these items were made to the general public, the income generated could
pay for the entire cost of the "reprinting." Thus, the genesis of the 1875 reproductions, reprints and

ieiisues, or so the story goes. Because of the scarcity of these items, most U.S. collectors know these

stamps simply as those "empty spaces" in their albums.

The apparently simple ideato reprint all previously issued U.S. stamps grew more complex as the Post

Office Department disiovered that the plates for some of the most important items - for example, the

1847 Issues (Scott # l-2) - were no longer in existence. Entirely new dies had to be made in order to create

the plates. Thus these items (Scott#3-4) are not "reprints"at all, and there are noticeable differences from
the briginals, especially in the size of the design. Scott calls them "official imitations." They are, in fact,
government printed facsimiles.

For the stamps of the 1857-60 issue, the original dies for the 24, 30 and 90 cent values were still in
existence at Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear & Co. in Philadelphia. New plates were laid down from the

original dies. Hbwever, foi the 1,3,5, l0 and 12 centvalues, all new dies had to be made. Furthermore, for
all values, the stamps were intentionally spaced further apart than on the original stamps, the majority of
which had been cut close by the perforations. The perforations were also made larger (originals,
perforated 15; reprints, perforated 12) by a perforating wheel in common use at the time.

The 1857-60 issue (Scott# l8-39) had used the same designs as the l85l issues (Scott# 5-17). The major
difference had been the introduction ofthe latest postal innovation - perforations. The life of the 1857-60

issues was abruptly cut short by the seccession of the Southern states and the outbreak of the Civil War.

Thousands of mini sheets of U.S. stamps sat piled in Southern Post Offices. The U.S. government had no

choice but to demonetize the l85l and 1857 issues (the 1847 issue had been demonetized in l85l) and to
introduce the l86l issue. Interestingly, no similar actions have been taken by the United States Post Office

since then, and all stamps issued since l86l are still valid for postage, something of which no other country
can boast.

Terms like "reprint," "re-issue" and "special printing" are often bandied about indiscriminatly by
collectors. Some think the terms are roughly synonymous. These are specific terms with distinct, separate

meanings. All three terms refer to printings made from the same plates as the original stamps. A reissue is

a printing ofcurrent stamps, i.e. while they are still in use and valid for postage. A "reprint" is the printing
of rta-pi when the originals are obsolete and no longer valid for postage. A "special printing" is the
printing of stamps from the original plates for a "special" non-postal purpose while they are still current
ind valid for poitage. A "Government Reproduction" refers to an official printing made from different
dies or impressions than the original stamps.
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United States Post Office Department Circular Announcing Reprints.



PFC# 208,95f-208,958, Lot# 84 from Harmers April lgth Sale (#13 ofthe Dale-Lichtenstein Collection),
complete set ofeight values of 1875 Reprints of 1857 issue, unique imperforate margin pairs (Scott# 40-47
variety).

Phoas of ltems from rhe Dale-Uchtenstein Colledion Courtes! of Hatmers of Neh, York, t4 East 33td Street
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The Centennial Reprints, Reproductions and Re-Issues, were the first philatelic sales made by the
United States Post Office Department. Since there was not even the pretense of postal necessity for the
stamps, they were issued withoutgum. Stamps originally printed with grills were re-issued withoutgrills.

Deliveries ofthe Centennial Printings started in late 1874, and the first stamps were sold on February
23, 1875. Government efforts to sell the stamps were confused and haphazard. Original plans called for
the printing of 10,000 of each different stamp. For most, only afew hundred were sold. Below are the sales

figures for Scott #40-47:

Government Reprints of 1t75: Issue of 1E57-60

Scott #

40

4t
42

43

44

45

46

47

Description

lc bright blue, type I
3c scarlet

5c orange brown

lOc blue green

l2c greenish black

2zlc black violet

30c yellow orange

90c deep blue

Number Sold

3,846

479

878

516

489

479

480

454

Curiously, the so-called "Centennial Expostion stamps" were not on sale at the Exposition Post

Office, and could only be obtained by special order from the Office of the Third Assistant Postmaster
General in Washington. Why were none of these stamps available at the prominent Centennial
Exposition Post Office if the reason for their printing was the Centennial Exposition? Was this poor
maiketing, typical bureaucratic foul-up, or did these printings actually have nothing to do with the
Centennial Exposition? Former Philatelic Foundation Chairman Elliott Coulter flatly rejected the
traditional wisdom about the purpose of these issues: "I never believed this concept and I still do not
believe this concept because I find no connection between the printing of the stamp and the 1876 date."
Even though John Luff passed on the received wisdom about the "Centennial connection," he was forced
to admit: "I have not been able to find any official statement ofthe reasons for making the reprints and
re-issues of 1875."

No one knows the genesis or source of the several imperforate examples of Scott #40-47. The
imperforate pairs expertized by The Philatelic Foundation are the only known multiples. It is assumed

that no more than one imperforate sheet of each was ever printed. They are not proofs since they are
printed on the same paper as the stamps. To the Expert eye, they are distinctive because of marked
differences in shade from the original 1857 issue.
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